MANAGED IT SERVICES

Today, no business can afford the uncertainty or risk of relying on how fast
your computer technician can get to you in an emergency. Your IT system is
just too important to your business’s survival.

If you fall behind on computer or server patches, there are good odds that you will have a
disruption in service or, at a minimum, performance issues. Sometimes, you just can’t wait for
your “employee’s son who’s a whiz at computers” to find time to fix the error messages you’ve
been experiencing. In fact, if your email server or financial software applications go down,
chances are you’d be suffering productivity-wise and experience financial losses.
With Maine Technology Group’s Managed IT services, you can have the benefit of full-time
IT help at a fraction of the cost. Whether you are a 2-person accounting practice or an
international organization, our vast array of managed IT services will keep you operating at
peak performance and allow you to focus on what you do best.

MANAGED HELP DESK

MANAGED NETWORK

Let your team focus on what they’re good at,
and let MTG handle your help desk needs.

Is your network performance slow? Let MTG
keep your network services running at peak
performance.

We’ll Fight your Fires. Your team has specific talents
all directed to work to complete your company’s
vision. Let MTG handle the tedious task of help desk
support so you can focus at what you’re good at.

Invest in your Company. The most profitable

businesses are those that allow technology to touch
all aspects of it. Team up with MTG as your Managed
Services Provider to meet the demands of your
business. We’re here watching, 24/7.

Minimize Unproductive Time. Having someone just

a phone call away will allow your employees to focus
on their work and not on troubleshooting technical
issues themselves

Simplifying Business. Simplifying Life.

No more Questions. Stop wondering why the network

is slow. No more throwing costly equipment at a problem
because all you can do is guess. Let MTG analyze and
manage traffic across your network so you can run at
peak performance.

Who’s using YouTube? Identify and monitor end-user
experience of any web application like bandwidth
consumption or programs that are taxing your
business’s data.

Full Transparency. Our management tools allow us to
know exactly what’s happening with your network all
the time. We take the guess-work out of the equation.

www.mainetechgroup.com

MANAGED FIREWALL

MANAGED SERVERS

Are you worried that your company’s information
is safe? With MTG you’re in good hands!

Let us manage and maintain your servers for
peak performance.

Peace of Mind. It’s a scary world out there. Is your

Reliable Performance. Get the most out of your

We’re Always Monitoring. The most profitable businesses

Automated Monitoring. Get access to the health of

information secure? Do you know what threats you’re
currently at risk for? No matter the size of your business,
we can solve your security and compliance challenges.
are those that allow technology to touch all aspects of it.
Team up with MTG as your Managed Services Provider to
meet the demands of your business.

Valuable Report Cards. Don’t assume things are okay
because you can’t see them. We can give you the
information about what activity is taking place and
where potential vulnerabilities come into play.

investment with our Managed Server Services. With 24/7
monitoring, patch management and monitoring, MTG
will keep your investment running at top performance.
your company’s servers with one easy to use dashboard.
See what’s happening before a problem starts.

No Guessing. Have a handle on your mission critical

servers with peace of mind that we can see it all. Don’t
lose sleep wondering when your next disaster will strike.

MANAGED MOBILE DEVICES
MANAGED WORKSTATIONS
Never worry about updates, anti-virus or
performance. We’ve got you covered.
Do it Right. How well is your computer running these
days? With our Managed Workstation Services,
we always have an eye on your system. With 24/7
performance and system monitoring, managed
antivirus and security updates, you can be sure
you’re in good hands.

Here’s an Update. Save time and money worrying

about your updates on your computer. How many are
up to date? We’ll make sure you’re always up to date.

Keep your phones and tablets from becoming
your company’s biggest liability.
Mobile Peace of Mind. Mobile devices are the most

common devices that are lost or stolen. Protect your
company’s data by having MTG remotely lock or wipe
your device when this happens to you.

Are you in Compliance. Mobile devices are one of the
easiest ways to circumvent security in your office. Don’t
be caught with the back door wide open.

Call Security. In the event of a rogue employee or even
theft, we bring you the ability to track, lock down and
even remotely wipe your devices.

Be a conformist. Having a standard company policy
is very important for many reasons. Ensure all your
computers are conforming to your operating and
security policies.

HARDWARE AS A SERVICE (HaaS)
Get the benefit without the cost. Never buy
costly technology again.
High quality technology without the large up-front
costs. Never worry about the hassle of buying equipment,
paying for repairs or expensive licensing. With MTG’s HaaS
option, you pay a small monthly fee for the use of the
equipment and leave the rest to us.

Say Goodbye to Obsolete. Tired of having old equipment
running your critical business applications? Don’t wait to
budget more money to get what you need today.

Better Security. When it comes to IT hardware and security,
most times new is better. With HaaS, it’s easy to upgrade to
the latest hardware to support the best security.

Simplifying Business. Simplifying Life.

www.mainetechgroup.com

